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2- Define or how to narrow the problem by having the users’ needs in mind

3- Ideate or how to face the challenges and come up with a solution

4-Prototype or how to flesh out ideas into visuals 

5-Test or how to discovered what works and what doesn’t

Refine and polish the prototype... to more iterations and beyond!

Last updated version

Learnings

What’s next

Case Study: MyMoney 

By: Romina Jorge

UX desinger based in Berlin

As I wanted to understand the market and to know the potential users, I conducted a Competitive 
Analysis (Xapo and Paypal) and a UX analysis.

In order to understand better some UX aspects like CTA, Navigation Structure, and Usability, I decided 
then to go deeper and analyze Paypal.

At the end of this first step, I had a better idea of the available services. I checked a few more apps and I 
discovered that they have different targets and don’t offer a way to handle all finances efficiently and 
smoothly. Just to mention one example,  if a user wants to send money abroad via Paypal, he/she has to 
connect the account with a different service, Xoom. 



To make sure if what I had found was true, I moved to the next step: ask and get to know the users.



Without knowing the users' needs, pain points, frustrations, and experiences, I couldn’t design a solution 
tailored for them; so, I started collecting useful information. I used two methods: surveys and interviews. 

After that, I narrowed and defined the 


Problem statement: 


Users need a way to securely and easily manage their entire finances digitally (to make online purchases, 
receive, pay, send, exchange, and save money) because traditional payment methods such as cash and cards 
are decreasing, driven by the COVID-19 pandemic. They need an alternative to traditional bank accounts/cards.

To start ideating the solution, I created: 

A secure and intuitive webapp that allows users to have a digital wallet to make payments, transfer 
money in an agile way with minimal fees, exchange, save and store money. It also will let them keep 
track of their expenses, which will be automatically categorized.  

Focused on the users’ needs and came with this idea:

Before testing the prototype I iterated the design several times until I thought I managed to provide a way 
to accomplish the main tasks in an effortless way:


store different payment methods and currencies, send, and save money.  

At this stage, I continued improving the prototype based on

 the usability testing feedbac
 what other students told me when practicing amazing collaborative design
 productive talks with my mentor

After that, I focused on put all the UI elements altogether:

During the whole process, and as I kept improving this solution, I revised and updated several times the 
Information Architecture.

1- Color Palette

2- Typhography

5- Accessibility 

4- Grids and Layout

Additional colors

Text and backgroundText and background
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H1: bold 35px used for big titles 

The font used for MyMoney is Montserrrat. It’s easy to read and a modern font. 

H2: bold 20px used for titles 

H3: regular 20px used for subtitles, text in buttons and text in sign up process 

H4: regular 16px used fur input in forms (light when the fields are empty)

H5: regular 12px used fur explanantions and description for buttons and Recent Activity  
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Dark Mode - Text and background

Bottom bar

Icons

Imagery / Illustration

Dark mode:

3-UI Elements and Styles

Buttons Input fields

Next

Currencies
Read QR code Select Bank Select Card

Back Next

Add money Withdraw Edit goal

ExchangeAdd Send and Pay

Holder name

E-mail

E-mail

#6AABD2

-Logo


-Input fiels in Forms (50%)

-Exchange button


-Help dialogue bubbles 

-Icons expenses Recent 

Activity

#2E5184

-icons nav bar

-message alert

-Progress bar 


(50% background)

#FFFFFF

-Background

#FFFFFF

-text

#F0F3F6

-Background bottom bar


-Background group of Buttons 

in Send/Add money


and “You still have to save” 

in My Saving Goals

#96C3CD

-Send and Pay button

#FFC107

-Add button


-Icons icomee Recent Activity

#208F25

-Aumont Recent Activity

-Ok input fields in Forms

#FF0000

-Aumont Recent Activity


-Error input  in Forms

Icons used in 
Recent Activity.

Icon used to set currency in Send, 
Add and Saving Goals features.

Icons used in My Balance to ilustrate 
the currency a user stores. 

Icons used in the 
Homescreen for:

-Staticstics 

-Notifications

- User Profile

-Search bar

Icon used in Send 
and Saving Goal:

-Calendar

The webapp combines vibrant colors with light backgrounds to achieve good contrast.


All icons are large enough to ensure accessibility.


All buttons and images/illustrations include a tag description for those who use screen readers. 


There is a "Dark Mode" version for those who prefer it and/or for those with visual impairments.


The text of the application can be enlarged. And it is also possible to zoom in on each screen.


The webapp is available in different languages.

Desktop: 12 columns, 64px 
margin and 16px gutter

Mobile: 4 columns, 24px 
margin and 16px gutter 

This 
illustrations 

are use in the 
Onboarding 

process. 

This illustrations are 
use as suggestions 

when users create a 
new Saving Goal.
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-icons
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-background

HelpCardsHome My Savings

HelpCardsHome My Savings

Try the prototype!

And more testing! This time, as the fidelity of the prototype increased, I did a few

MyMoney was the main project of my amazing UX learning process at CareerFoundry, 
tutored by Mariem Abdullah and mentored by Szumiao Chen.

To design MyMoney I followed the Design Thinking Process. 

During this first stage, I needed to research and gain an empathic understanding of the problem I was 
trying to solve: How might I design a digital wallet that allow people to pay, receive and store 
money effortlessly?

Findings and insights

For the usability testing I had 2 big goals: 


-to assess the learnability for new users interacting with the digital wallet platform for the first time on the 
mobile version. 


-observe and measure if users understand the app, its value, and how to complete basic functions. Also if 
they consider the platform secure.  



After enjoying 6 wonderful remote sessions I collected all feedback. I realized I made several mistakes, so I 
categorized the findings and errors, and went back to improve the wireframes and the prototype. 

With all the data collected, I could sort and map it using affinity maps, and then created User 
Personas, which helped me to think about the users as real people.









After gathering the survey’s findings, I conducted 4 interviews. 



My goals were

 to identify pain points, uncovered needs
 to understand how they think about safety and securit
 to understand if they use apps or digital platforms to manage their money, and in that case, how  



I prepare some questions for the interviews, for example

 Did you change your consumption habits since the pandemic started
 Which tools do you prefer to use to handle your money and to manage your finances?
 Do you use apps or websites to send money, pay or manage your money
 Why do you use that method/platform
 Tell me how you use that/those apps. 

Then I worked on the Information Architecture to create an organized platform to avoid problems like 
cognitive load and make it simple for users to find the information within the webapp. 



Subsequently, I conducted 2 Card Sortings (one opened and one closed) to refine and optimize it in a 
more logical and user-friendly way.

I was now ready to grab paper and pen and think in a visual way. The first wireframes came to life. And the 
iteration design never stopped. I focused on the mobile version but also created a desktop version. 

For the next iterations I’m considering some ideas, for example

 do more research and testing to simplify the send money options.
 implement a discount and offers features to enhance engagement
 improve the Statistics feature to include a prevision of future expenses


During the 4 months I’ve learned a lot, some learnings are

 iterations and research go through the entire design proces
 a UX designer doesn’t have to be afraid of trial and error but embrace it. It helps improve the solutions 
 the importance of conducting usability testing every time it's possible the whole proces
 avoiding assumptions and practicing active listening are two key aspects to empathize with people

I was prepared to receive all possible feedback, test the prototype, see how users interacted with it, and 
observe which problems they faced to learn from them and iterate the solution again.

Time period:

Dec 2020 - April 2021

Role:

UX Researcher

UX/UI designer

Tools:

Google Drive,  paper and pen, 
Balsamiq, Optimal Workshop, 


Whimsical, Figma,  
UsabilityHub, Zoom

MyMoney is a digital wallet that allows users to 
manage their finances smoothly, safely, and 
efficiently. Users can deposit, exchange and 
store different currencies, receive and send 
money, and create saving goals. All in one app 
and in simple steps.   



The platform was designed for young adults all 
over the world who embrace technology as a 
way of living. 

1- Empathize or how to understand what and why I’m designing for

Design Language System 

The feedback helped me understand the errors I made trying to provide a very minimalistic screen 
and I learned the importance of implement features the users can find without thinking. Between 
each iteration, I asked for feedback and did quick usability testing.

Competitive Analysis

Interviews

User Personas

User Journey Maps

User flows

Card Sortings resultsInformation Architecture

Low fidelity wireframes

Mid fidelity wireframes

UX analysis

Initial goal: 

Allow anyone to shop, 

transfer money, and more 
without a debit or credit 
card or the need to visit a 

physical bank or store.

Preference testing

Some challenges I had to face:

 as safety was one of the key points for users when using platforms to manage their money, I had to 
provide a safe solution treating privacy and data security with the greatest car

 for most users sending money across borders was crucial and they felt frustrated whit the services 
they used, so I needed to make international transfers transparent, easy and intuitive

 users would like to have just one platform to manage their whole money, I need to build a simple 
and clean design ensuring main features are accessible at a glance

Main buttons 

To add money to the 
wallets and to send 

money. 



From "My Wallets" 
users can see their 

balances, manage their 
cards, and exchange 

currencies. 

V1 - used for the 1st 
tests

V2 - 1st iteration after 
tests

V3 - new iteration after 
designers’ feedback

The main issues were on the homescreen:

Wallet concept


It was confusing. 


After some research and 
analysis, I decided to redefine 

the concept. 


Users can store on one wallet 
different currencies.


Main buttons' symbols


The symbols weren't clear 
enough.


I decided to change them.



Colors and visual design


Also, users prefered having 
different colors to 

differentiate each action. 


I struggeled applying 
some visual design 

principles and selecting a 
good palette, but finally I 
decided to simplify and 
reduce the amount of 

colors and group 
selections.



Menus 

I realized that a list of 

text and icons was 
difficult to read and I 

replaced it with 
buttons and little text. 
That way was easier to 
find the right option 

at a glance.

Menus

Different 

options to add 
or send money. 

Cards

Simple and fast and 

to avoid typing 
errors, users can add 

a card by taking a 
picture of it (or also 

type the data).

Create an account

To make it more secure, 

the signup process starts 
with the phone and email 
verification and the login 
with email, password and 
a numeric code recevied 

by SMS

The idea was to provide clean screens with the most important and familiar information a user 
needs to manage money:

 current balance
 recent activity with a search bar and clear in/outcome
 main action buttons to add money, send money, pay and exchang
 simple process to achieve each task

I chose Xapo because it offers a wallet that included cryptocurrencies and I wanted to see how it works, 
as I wanted to offer my users the option to buy and store crypto.  

On the other hand, Paypal is a very well-known platform to send and receive money, pay online and store 
money. 

Exchange money


It was difficult to find the 
opton, so I decided to add 

it to the action buttons.

 Manage cards


It was difficult to find the 
opton, so I decided to add 

“Cards” to the nav bar. 

6-Copy language Guidelines

The language of the web app is clear, straightforward friendly and useful. 


MyMoney uses an active voice, avoids jargon, and writes positively and concisely. 


That means, short sentences and plain language. 


For numbers over 3 digits, MyMoney uses dots and for cents, commas. As well as the % symbol. 


MyMoney has to communicate that it’s easy and secure to use. 

https://www.figma.com/proto/6C0zHvz8E0ijxnOIw6X0ay/Mymoneyapp-v8?page-id=917%3A2510&node-id=917%3A6519&viewport=8%2C167%2C0.21621882915496826&scaling=scale-down

